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Aurelia And Other Writings Gerard
Using just her eyes and memory, Elisabeth Bik has single-handedly identified thousands of studies containing potentially doctored scientific images.
How a Sharp-Eyed Scientist Became Biology’s Image Detective
Those who study the discipline say attacks on it are targeting any teachings that challenge and complicate dominant narratives about the country’s history and identity.
What is critical race theory? Explaining the discipline that Texas' governor wants to "abolish"
In 1539, the Spanish theologian Francisco de Vitoria delivered a now celebrated lecture at the University of Salamanca with the title “On the American Indians.” He began with a question: “By what ...
Cosmopolitan Citizenship and Nonviolence
The two other major thematic groupings are "L'anticipation militaire ... and the expansion of a reactionary ideology (in contrast with the great utopian writings of the past). After comparing the ...
Science Fiction Studies
This course is available with permission as an outside option to students on other programmes where regulations permit ... such as the Jean Monnet working papers (see weblinks). Relevant writings by ...
Legal Accountability and Redress of Grievance in the EU
The people whom Bishop Gerard of Cambrai questioned at Arras had tried to ... ‘examined the Rule of St Benedict very carefully and studied the writings of other holy fathers’. The Rule, believed to ...
The War on Heresy
He has also served as the editor of three separate volumes of the works of Jack Kerouac: The Haunted Life and Other Writings (Da Capo 2014), Visions of Cody, Visions of Gerard, Big Sur (Library of ...
Todd Tietchen
In other words, the sheer aesthetic qualities ... Simone de Beauvoir, not only in his writings lashed out at but even practically stood against the colonial barbarianism of France in Algeria.
Unpacking Literary Culture
Pope Francis' agenda for the Church - Evangelii Gaudium as papal manifesto Gerard Mannion ... and numerous writings elsewhere in the fields of ecclesiology, ethics, social justice, ecumenism and ...
Pope Francis and the Future of Catholicism
However, like the productions of other 20th-century European writers ... being drawn from a miscellaneous collection of European writings and imagery of the Arabs going back to 19th-century ...
Tintin and the Arab world
This past year Taylor co-chaired a commission, along with sociologist Gerard Bouchard, that was established to study the politically charged issue of "reasonable accommodation" for Muslims and other ...
The Engaged Philosopher
We will trace the relationship between the early English novel and other prominent forms of modern make believe ... Alongside these works we will read selections from a variety of historical writings ...
Graduate Literature Courses
Gerard Lheritier, director of the Paris museum, said it already has at least 1,500 letters, manuscripts or other writings linked to Napoleon Bonaparte. It recently acquired one from Japan that ...
Napoleon's coded Kremlin letter sold for $243,500
In addition, conservative commentator Gerard Baker has argued that critical ... In the introduction of Critical Race Theory: The Key Writings That Formed the Movement, a seminal collection of ...
What is critical race theory? Explaining the discipline that Texas' governor wants to 'abolish'
The object of art-like every other product-creates a public which is sensitive to ... to these names (all in AB), I would add at least Bertolt Brecht, whose writings are significant for much more than ...
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